ABSTRACT Rate Compatible Modulation (RCM) has been shown to be capable of achieving smooth rate adaptive transmission in highly dynamic channel scenarios. In this paper, the capacity of RCM is analyzed for different channel conditions, and an important result is obtained, i.e., in low-to-middle signal to noise ratio (SNR), the same achievable capacity in RCMs may be obtained for different weight sets being used. Based on this result, instead of employing fixed-weight sets with large values or big cardinalities for all channel conditions as in conventional RCM, a novel RCM scheme with variable weight sets (RCM-VWS) is proposed by employing different weight sets for different SNR ranges such that the demodulation complexity can be significantly reduced. In RCM-VWS, the SNR value of the received signal is divided into five unoverlapped ranges, which are estimated and encoded into 3-bit information at the receiver. This 3-bit information is delivered back to the transmitter for weight set selection when the SNR value of the received signal changes from one range to another or for some transmission interval. Thus, the cost of the feedback load is trivial in practice. Theoretical analysis and simulations show that compared with conventional RCM with fixed weight sets, the computational complexity of RCM-VWS can be reduced by as much as 97% at SNR < 6 dB and 90% at 6 dB < SNR < 9 dB while maintaining the same transmission rate. In addition, the proposed scheme achieves a better BER performance than the conventional RCM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive transmission provides a promising technique for robust and spectrum-efficient communication over time-varying wireless channels by tracking the channel variations and accordingly adjusting the transmission parameters [1] - [4] . The traditional rate adaptations, e.g., adaptive modulation (AM) [1] , [2] and adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) [3] , [4] requires channel state information (CSI) for rate selection. Continuous rate adaptation is not applicable in practice since it is difficult for the receiver to estimate CSI with a high accuracy in rapidly varying wireless environments. To relax the stringent accuracy requirement of channel estimation, stair-case (not seamless) rate selection using finite state CSI has been developed and have already been adopted at the physical layer of several standards, e.g., IEEE 802.11ac [5] and IEEE 802.16 [6] .
To avoid the troublesome CSI estimation and obtain seamless transmission rate at the same time in varying wireless environments, some novel rate adaptation techniques, such as Strider [7] , Spinal codes [8] , and rate compatible modulation (RCM) [9] have been proposed. These new adaptive transmission schemes share the similar rateless transmission fashion and have a higher spectrum efficiency than traditional rate adaptive techniques. Among them, RCM has received research attention due to its advantage of insensitivity to channel estimation error. Moreover, it is amenable for implementation since it employs low density matrix for bit-tosymbol mapping. To reduce the demodulation complexity of the RCM in probability domain, Cui et al. [10] put forward RPC-BP algorithms using zigzag deconvolution and Lu et al. [11] proposed a novel decoding scheme based on matrix decomposition. To reduce the number of the multipliers needed for probability domain decoding, log-domain decoding algorithms were proposed in [12] and [13] . In [14] , Duan et al. proposed a good performance RCM scheme with a large codeword distance and low peak to average power ratio (PAPR), by jointly optimizing the RCM coded modulation and constellation mapping. In [15] , Wu et al. designed an Arithmetic Bit-interleaved Coded Modulation (A-BICM) scheme by using a systematic LDPC code to enhance its bit rate performance.
Nevertheless, the conventional RCM still has a high decoding complexity due to its use of fixed weight sets with large elements or big cardinalities for the whole channel SNR range, making it infeasible for applications where limited computational capability is available, e.g., in wireless sensor network. Specifically, in the low SNR regime, the much more symbols are needed for successful demodulation and a much higher computational complexity will be introduced for decoding. Since wireless systems often work in low and middle SNR conditions in practice, it is critical to effectively lower the decoding complexity while maintaining the same transmission rate under low and middle SNR conditions.
In this paper, we first derived the symbol-wise mutual information between the transmitted and received RCM symbols. Although there exists a gap between the symbol-wise mutual information and the RCM's capacity, we may obtain, by analyzing this mutual information, some useful results about RCM capacity under different channel conditions, i.e., in low SNR conditions, no matter whatever weight sets we use, the information carried by the received noisy RCM symbol remains the same. According to this result, instead of using the same weight sets with elements of large values or a big cardinality in the entire SNR regime as in conventional RCM, a novel RCM scheme with variable weight sets (RCM-VWS) is proposed, where the transmitter uses different weight sets for different SNR ranges. Specifically, at the beginning of data transmission, the transmitter uses a small weight set to generate the RCM symbols and SNR is estimated and encoded into 3-bit information at the receiver, which is sent back to transmitter for weight set selection. During the communication, only when the SNR value of the received signal changes from one range to another or when the communication lasts for a fixed interval, do we need to send back the information that informs the transmitter to employ a different weight set. Thus, the cost of the feedback load is trivial in practice. In this way, the proposed scheme greatly reduces the demodulation complexity of RCM under low and middle SNRs by using small weight sets while maintaining the same transmission rate. In addition, it also achieves a better BER performance and a lower peak to average power ratio (PAPR). Therefore, it is very suitable for wireless applications with constrained power or limited computation capability, e.g., wireless sensor network [16] , [17] and smart home control system [18] .
Throughout this paper, we use a boldface letter to denote a vector and the i-th entry of vector v is denoted as v i . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, a brief description of RCM is introduced and the capacity analysis of RCM is derived. Section III propose the RCM-VWS model. The design of weight sets and its selection criterion are given in section IV. The simulation results and the conclusion are provided in section V and VI, respectively. 
II. RCM OVERVIEW AND ITS CAPACITY ANALYSIS A. RCM OVERVIEW
The bit-to-symbol mapping in RCM is depicted by a weig hted bipartite graph as shown in Fig.1 , where the circles and squares stand for the information nodes and symbol nodes, respectively. Different from LDPC encoding where transmitted codes are generated by logical exclusive-OR (XOR) of input bits, RCM symbols are generated by arithmetic summation of weighted source bits.
Let b = {b 1 , . . . , b j , . . . , b N } T denote the block vector of source bits, where N is the block length. The transmitter randomly selects L source bits, and performs weighted summation of these bits to generate an encoded symbol s i , which can be expressed as
where {w l } is the weight set, and the subscript i l is the index of the bit that is weighted by w l in the generation of symbol s i . Let M be the number of transmitted RCM symbols, then (1) can be rewritten into a matrix form s = W b, where W is an N by M mapping matrix and s = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s M } T . Similar to LT code [19] , the encoding RCM symbols are generated and transmitted on the fly, as few or as many as needed for recovering the source bits. And the transmitter stops sending until an acknowledgment (ACK) response of successful decoding is received from the receiver. At the receiver, the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation may be used to demodulate the transmitted bits, given the received signal r = W b + n, where n is the vector of additive white Gaussian (AWGN) channel noise with mean zero and variance σ 2 . This MAP estimation can be formulized asb
Although MAP decoding may achieve the best performance of bit error rate, its high computational complexity prevents it from application in practice. To lower the computational complexity of solving (2), a belief propagation (BP) decoding technique was proposed in [9] by borrowing a similar idea used in [20] for sparse signal recovery in compressive sensing. Although the BP decoder's computational complexity, VOLUME 6, 2018 compared to MAP detection, has been significantly reduced, the decoding complexity of RCM in low SNR conditions is still high due to its large values or big cardinalities in weight set and the much more symbols required for successful decoding. In the following, we will analyze the capacity of RCM and develop a RCM-VWS system for reducing the RCM's decoding complexity under low and middle SNR conditions.
B. MUTUAL INFORMATION ANALYSIS FOR RCM
Mutual information analysis is a fundamental tool in information theory and has been widely used for derivation of channel capacity [21] , linear precoder [22] and performance analysis of iterative demodulation [23] . In the following, we first obtain the RCM's symbol-wise mutual information, which is the mutual information between each transmitted symbol and its received one. Although there exists a gap between the RCM's exact achievable capacity and the obtained symbolwise mutual information, we may obtain some characteristics of RCM capacity under different channel conditions, which will guide us to design our novel RCM scheme.
1) SYMBOL-WISE MUTUAL INFORMATION
For a mapping matrix W , assume there are N s possible values of RCM symbols and d is the normalized power factor of an RCM symbol, the received signal from the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is described as
The mutual information between a transmitted RCM symbol s and the corresponding received r is given by [19] 
where p(r|s k ) and p(r) are given by
and
Since it is hard to obtain the closed-form solution of the symbol-wise mutual information in (4), we resort to numerical integration to obtain I (s, r). However, the numerical method can't provide the intuitive relationship between achievable rate and SNR value. Fortunately, the probability density function (pdf) p(r) in (6) satisfies N s -points Gaussian Mixture Model [24] , where all Gaussian components have the same variance and the k-th Gaussian component's mean equals s k · d. Based on these properties and some approximation processing, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 1: For a weight set W , there exists two constants σ l = 0.3499d and σ h = 0.167d, in RCM, such that
where P is the average power of the transmitted RCM symbols expressed as
The entropy of the transmitted RCM symbol is given by
The proof of this proposition is given in appendix.
For the sake of obtaining the intuitive relationship between the mutual information and SNR, we define the following signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in decibel as
Proposition 1 can be rewritten into
Equation (13) shows that for SNR < SNR l (low SNR), the symbol-wise mutual information in RCM is independent of H s and close to channel capacity. Since H s is closely related with the weight sets we use (see equation (1) and (9)), we may conclude that in low SNR regime (SNR < SNR l ), the symbolwise mutual information in RCM is independent from the weight set we use, while for SNR > SNR h (high SNR), the mutual information depends entirely on H s and therefore on the weight set employed in RCM.
2) BLOCK-WISE MUTUAL INFORMATION
Unlike conventional modulation schemes (they are bijective mapping schemes), such as QAM, PSk, et al., RCM is actually a type of non-bijective mapping scheme. Therefore, it is impossible for us to recover the corresponding bits from a single received RCM symbol. Instead, we need to receive many RCM symbols (say M symbols) that form a received block r before we can recover the transmitted data block s from these symbols using BP processing.
In fact, the mutual information between transmitted data vector (block) s and received vector (block) r can be used to describe the capacity of RCMs C as
5066 VOLUME 6, 2018 where the mutual information I (s; r) can be expressed as
Since we cannot obtain the closed form of (15), we attempt to achieve its numerical results. However, to reliable recovery the transmitted data block s, we need several hundred RCM symbols for successful decoding, resulting in the numerical computation of (15) to be so complex that we can hardly obtain the result in practice. Although the exact capacity of RCMs cannot be obtained in a closed form or by numerical computation, we may obtain some important results about the RCM capacity under different SNR regions, which will direct us to propose a novel RCM scheme with variable weight sets.
a: IN HIGH SNR REGION
Equation (13) indicates that for SNR > SNR h , the mutual information between each transmitted symbol and its received one is mainly determined by the joint entropy of transmitted symbols. We may conclude that for SNR > SNR h , the mutual information between transmitted data vector s and the received vector r can be approximated as
Therefore, the maximum capacity of RCM in high region, C max , can be obtained as
where M min is the least number of received symbols for successful decoding at the receiver. To fully utilize the spectrum resource, two consecutive RCM symbols s i and s i+1 are combined into one modulated symbol as s i +j·s i+1 . Therefore, its corresponding to transmitted wireless symbols is M min /2 and the entropy of the modulated symbol, H M , is twice as much as that of the RCM symbol (H M = 2H s ). Since the RCM is an non-bijective mapping scheme, the entropy of each transmitted RCM symbol, H s , is less than the length of weight set (H s < L). For recovering the N source bits with high probability, the M min must be lager than N /L. This implies that, some source bits are mapped into different RCM symbols at lest twice. So, there exists correlation among the transmitted symbols in a block and the joint entropy of the M min RCM symbols, H (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s M min ), is less than M min · H s , therefore, we have
b: IN LOW SNR REGIONS Equation (13) also indicates that for SNR < SNR l , the mutual information between each transmitted symbol and its received one is nearly independent from the entropy of transmitted symbols. Thus, we may conclude that if successful decoding is satisfied, the mutual information between transmitted data vector s and the received vector r is also independent from the entropy of transmitted symbols. This implies that for SNR < SNR l , the RCM capacity still remains nearly the same regardless of what weigh sets are employed.
III. THE RCM-VWS MODEL
Based on the above analysis, a RCM with variable weight sets (RCM-VWS) scheme is proposed as shown in Fig. 2 . Similar to original RCM, the symbols in RCM-VWS are still transmitted in a rateless fashion. The only difference is that, according to the range of the estimated SNRs, the transmitter in RCM-VWS dynamically selects different weight sets and different power gain, i.e., weight sets with small elements or small cardinality are used for low SNRs, while weight sets with large elements or big cardinality are chosen for high SNRs. Specifically, the receiver estimates the SNR value of the received signal, decides which range this value lies in and encodes the range knowledge into a code that is sent back to the transmitter for weight set selection. We do not need to transmit this feedback information during all transmission interval, i.e., we transmit it only when the estimated SNR values change from one SNR range to another due to the channels' rapid variation or when the communication lasts for a fixed interval. So, the cost of the feedback load is trivial compared to the performance improvement and detection complexity reduction obtained by the use of variable weight sets.
In the feedback link design, we employ 3-bit Gray code for SNR range encoding that will improve its robust against erroneous transmission. In addition, we employ BPSK modulation and error-correcting encoding to significantly upgrade its transmission reliability. Later analysis and simulations will also show the insensitivity of RCM-VWS to noise effects, validating the feasibility of the proposed scheme.
IV. WEIGHT SETS DESIGN AND SELECTION CRITERION
The key of RCM-VWS design is to select suitable weight sets to reduce the demodulation complexity while maintaining the same transmission rate. In RCM-VWS, the BP decoding is employed and its computational complexity is linear in the number of possible RCM symbols (N S ) and the length of weight sets (L). For a weight set with a small number of elements whose values are also small, L and N S will be small and the decoding complexity will be reduced consequently. The weight sets design and selection criterion are discussed as follows.
A. WEIGHT SETS DESIGN
In the proposed scheme, we consider five different weight sets as shown in Table 1 for reducing the decoding complexity. Among them, W 1 has already been used in [9] and [10] . Similar to W 1 , the elements in other weight sets are positivenegative symmetric, but their values are small. The use of these simpler weight sets will enable easy hardware implementation due to the lower encoding and decoding complexity. In addition, if we replace two pairs of ±4 in W 1 with one pair of ±1 and one pair of ±2, W 1 will be transformed into W 2 , similarly, if we replace the two pairs of ±2 in W 2 with two pairs of ±1, W 2 will be transformed into W 3 . And W 4 and W 5 may be conveniently obtained by deleting two or three pairs of ±1 in W 3 . This feature of convenient transformation among the five weight sets will greatly facilitate the hardware implementation of RCM-VWS, since the weight sets may share the some resources in the system. Assume the binary source bits to be equiprobable, we can easily obtain the probability distribution of RCM symbols for different weight sets. By plugging these probability distributions into (9), we can obtain H s and H M . Assuming that the transmitted symbols with different weight sets have the same normalized power, from Proposition 1, we obtain the parameters for different weight sets as shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the peak to average power ratio (PAPR) of RCM is expressed as PAPR = 10 log 10 ( Table 2 shows that lower PAPR is achieved for simpler weight set, e.g., more than 5 dB PAPR reduction may be obtained for weight set W 5 than weight set W 1 . The lower PAPR will facilitate the amplifier design and improve the transmitter power efficiency. In addition, from (8) , with the same average power of the transmitted RCM symbols, the RCM with simpler weight set has the lager normalized power factor d that is also the Euclidean distance in RCM constellation.
To validate our theoretical analysis from Proposition 1, we give the symbol-wise mutual information for different weight sets by numerical integration of equation (4) as shown in Fig. 3 . We observe that, for each weight set, the symbolwise mutual information increases monotonically and is close to Shannon limit in the case of SNR < SNR l (low SNR), while, the symbol-wise mutual information depends entirely on H M in the case of SNR > SNR h (high SNR). This result agrees with the previous theoretical analysis of the symbolwise mutual information. The above analysis indicates that neither can the closed form of RCM capacity be derived, nor can its numerical result be obtained with an affordable effort due to its prohibitive computational complexity. Fortunately, we may obtain the throughput simulations for different weight sets, which will verify the feasibility of the proposed scheme. Since the RCM symbols are transmitted in a rateless fashion, the throughput of the RCM is defined as the ratio of the number of correctly recovered source bits to that of transmitted constellation symbols.
The throughput results are shown in Fig. 4 . It indicates that the RCM with these five weight sets have the same throughput in low SNR (SNR < 6dB). It begins to achieve a maximum throughput of 6.68bits/symbol for W 1 at about 28dB, 4.86bits/symbol for W 2 at 22dB, 3.65bits/symbol for W 3 at 19dB, 3.15bits/symbol for W 4 at 16dB and 2.1 bits/symbol for W 5 at 12dB, respectively. The maximum throughput have some gap from the symbol-wise mutual information, which is resulted from the correlation among the transmitted symbols in a block. However, the SNR l and SNR h of RCM hold the same properties with respect to both symbol-wise mutual information and actual throughput. In summary, these results agree with those of our previous capacity analysis and verify the feasibility of the proposed scheme.
B. WEIGHT SETS SELECTION CRITERION
From the above analysis, we can obtain our weight set selection criterion as Table 3 . In the proposed RCM-VWS, the SNRs estimated at the receiver are divided in to five ranges (that can be encoded into 3 bits), i.e., SNR < 6dB, 6dB < SNR < 9dB, 9dB < SNR < 12dB, 12dB < SNR < 16dB and SNR > 16dB. One of five weight sets are selected at the transmitter according to the range of SNR value sent back from the receiver. Specifically, (1) if SNR < 6dB, W 5 is chosen, which will guarantee the RCM system to have the lowest decoding complexity (W 5 has the smallest number of coefficients with a small value for each coefficient) while maintaining the same achievable rate. (2) If 6dB < SNR < 9dB, W 4 is chosen. (3) When the SNR varies from 9dB to 12dB, we should use W 3 . (4) Similarly, if 12dB < SNR < 16dB, W 2 is employed. (5) The most complex weight set W 1 is adopted for a higher transmission rate to be achieved only if the SNR is over 16dB. To compare the decoding complexity for the different weight sets, we define η i as the ratio of the computational complexity of RCM with the weight set W i to that of RCM with W 1 . Since the decoding complexity of RCM is O (N s · L) , the η i can be written as
According to the parameters of 5 weight sets in table 1, the η for each other weight set, is shown in table 3. It is observed that η is much lower for the weight sets (W 2 , W 3 , W 4 , W 5 ), indicating that the decoding complexity can be significantly reduced by employing variable weight sets. Especially, the decoding complexity of RCM with W 4 and W 5 are reduced by about 90% and 97% compared with that of W 1 , respectively. Moreover, since W 5 have only 2 elements, it can be proved that when W 5 is used, the symbol-node processing in the BP decoding does not require the convolution calculation any more, which makes it very attractive for hardware implementation.
Note that RCM-VWS is very robust to noise effects. We employ BPSK, 3-bit Gray codes for 5 different SNR ranges, interleaving, error-correcting encoding (such as Hamming code) in the feedback link design, which will significantly upgrade the transmission reliability. Although we may control the bit error rate of feedback link to a very low level, it can never be guaranteed that no error occurs. Fortunately, the performance of RCM-VWS is not sensitive to occurrence of errors in the feedback link. This can be explained as follows. If one of 3 bits is erroneously transmitted, which is the case for most time, the rule of Gray codes tells us that the transmitter will wrongly employ a weight set designed for neighboring SNR range. If a larger neighboring weight set is misused due to the error feedback, the information that each noisy RCM symbol carries remain the same. But it will lead to an increase of the decoding complexity. However, this increase is not so great, since the complexity difference of neighboring weight sets is not so big. In this case, RCM-VWS still has a much lower complexity than conventional RCM. On the other hand, if a smaller neighboring weight set is misused, the transmission rate will be reduced to some acceptable extent. The feedback information is transmitted periodically and once the strong noise goes away, the feedback information will be transmitted correctly, and the subsequent transmission will be matched to the correct weight set. In conclusion, RCM-VWS is robust to noise effects.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation results are provided to further evaluate the bit error rate (BER) performance of the proposed RCM-VWS scheme. AWGN channel is assumed in the simulations. Mapping matrices with different weight sets are generated by the construction approach [25] and BER is calculated using 10 7 transmitted bits. Suppose the size of information bits block and that of the RCM symbol to be N and M , respectively. For the sake of convenience, the size of information bits block N is set to be 400 in all simulations. The results are obtained by BER calculation using the data after 10 iterations of the RCM-BP decoding algorithm [9] .
The BER performance simulations for these weighted sets with M = 800, 440, 275 and 195 are depicted in Fig.5-Fig.8 , its corresponding to transmission rates are 1bit/s/Hz, 1.8bit/s/Hz, 2.9bit/s/Hz and 4.1bit/s/Hz, respectively. These rates are the transmission rates of the RCM-VWS at the boundary points of the different SNR ranges. Fig. 5 shows that for the same sufficient number of RCM symbols (M = 1600 and 800), RCM with different weight sets have almost identical BER performance in low SNR. With the increase of SNR, the BER performances of RCM with shorter weight sets (W 5 ,W 4 ) become gradually better than those of RCM with the long weight sets (W 1 ,W 2 and W 3 ). Since the RCM can be essentially interpreted as a constellation mapping technique and its BER performance depends on both mutual information I (s; r) and its Euclidean distance in the constellation map. In the case of relatively low SNR, the BER performance is mainly determined by the mutual information I (s; r) and it therefore remains the same for all weight sets. As SNR increases, RCM with weight set W 5 has the largest Euclidean distance in the constellation map and the best BER, under the same average RCM power. In conclusion, in the regime of SNR<6dB, weight set W 5 allows for the lowest demodulation complexity due to its shortest weight size and smallest elements, and the best BER performance due to the largest Euclidean distance. Therefore, when the transmission rate is below 1bit/s/Hz, W 5 will be a wise choice for RCM.
The BER performances of different weight sets with M = 440 are shown in Fig. 6 . It shows that weight sets W 3 and W 4 provide the same BER performances while W 1 and W 2 has a worse BER performance due to the fact that the Euclidean distance of RCM symbol using W 1 and W 2 are smaller than those of RCM symbol using W 3 and W 4 given the same average symbol power and I (s; r). It is also observed that, although the minimum distances between constellation points of RCM signals using W 5 , the RCM with W 5 has the worst BER performance, it suffers from a performance loss about 3 dB at BER = 10 −3 . The reason is that for channel SNR being over 6dB, the mutual information between the transmitted symbols and received symbols of RCM using W 5 is obviously smaller than those of using other weight sets as shown in Fig. 3 . In other words, for RCM with W 5 , the number of 440 symbols is not enough to recover the 400 source bits with high probability, and the W 4 is the best choice for RCM if the transmission rate varies from 1 to 1.8bits/s/Hz (the SNR varies from 6 to 9 dB) due to its lower decoding complexity and a better BER performance. The BER performances of different weight sets with M = 275 are shown in Fig. 7 . We can observe that the weight set W 3 provides the best BER performances while W 1 and W 2 have a worse BER performance due to its smaller Euclidean 5070 VOLUME 6, 2018 distance than that of RCM symbol using W 3 . We can also observe that, although RCM signals using W 4 has the larger Euclidean distance than those of using W 1 , W 2 and W 3 , the RCM using W 4 has the worst BER performance. The reason is that for channel SNR being over 9dB, the symbolwise mutual information of RCM using W 4 is obviously smaller than those of using W 1 , W 2 and W 3 as shown in Fig. 3 . When the SNR varies from 9 to 12 dB, the W 3 is therefore the best choice for obtaining the transmission rate of 1.8 to 2.9bits/s/Hz due to its lower decoding complexity and a better BER performance.
The BER performances of the weight set W 1 , W 2 and W 3 with M = 195 and 170 are shown in Fig. 8 . We can observe that, with the same 195 symbols, the RCM using W 1 and W 2 remain basically the same BER performances, while the RCM using W 3 has obviously BER performance degradation. To reduce the decoding complexity, we should choose the W 2 at the SNR varying from 12 to 16 dB for obtaining the transmission rate from 2.9 to 4.1bits/s/Hz. With further decrease of the number of the symbol (170 symbols), due to its lower symbol-wise mutual information, the weight set W 2 can't remain the same performance as the W 1 . Therefore, for obtaining the larger transmission rate, the weight set W 1 should be used when the SNR is over 16dB.
From Fig. 6-8 , we can also see that, with insufficient symbols, the RCM using W 5 , W 4 , W 3 and W 2 have the error floor phenomena when SNR are about 12dB, 16dB, 19dB and 23dB, respectively. The reason for this is as follow. As analyzed in section II, when SNR increases from SNR l to SNR h , the gap between symbol-wise mutual information and the Shannon limit gradually increases. At SNR = SNR h , the mutual information equals the symbol entropy. With further increase of SNR, the mutual information between the transmitted symbols and received symbols doesn't increase any more. In other words, when the number of noisy received symbols M is not enough for recovering N source bits, it will cause the error floor.
Here, we also give the simulation for the error floor phenomena of W 1 as in Fig. 9 . It shows that, with M = 125, the BER performance of the RCM using W 1 remains at 10 −4 even SNR increase after SNR>28dB, it indicates that, for W 1 , the error floor occurs at SNR>28dB. It is observed that, with the increase of M , the number of received symbols, the error floor will be reduced, and for M = 145, the error floor no longer exists. We also provide the BER performance comparison between conventional RCM and RCM-VWS in Fig. 10 . It is observed that RCM-VWS has a better BER performance than the conventional RCM in the all four middle and low SNR ranges. The reason behind is that RCM-VWS has a larger averaged Euclidean distance than conventional RCM. Therefore, the RCM with variable weight sets has obvious advantages in applications requiring a low bit error rate. VOLUME 6, 2018 In summary, the above simulation results validate the theoretical analysis of mutual information for different weight sets in section II and further verify the advantages of the proposed RCM-VWS scheme. Similar to A-BICM [15] , we can use LDPC as an outer code to further reduce the error floor so that the transmission performance can be further improved.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the capacity of the RCM is analyzed and a low complexity RCM scheme with variable weight sets (RCM-VWS) is proposed, where different weight sets are used for different SNR regions. The complexity of RCM-VWS scheme is greatly reduced compared to fixed weight set with large value or long size in low and middle SNRs, especially, in low SNR(<6dB), the proposed RCM-VWS schemes can reduce the computation by 97% while preserving the same transmission rate. Moveover, it allows a better BER performance, lower decoding delay and lower PAPR than the existing RCM schemes with fixed weight sets.
Although only five kinds of weight sets are used for the proposed RCM-VWS scheme, more complex weight sets, e.g.,{±1, ±2, ±2, ±4} may be used to further improve the capacity at the cost of a higher computational complexity at high SNR (20dB>SNR>16dB). This paper also provide a design guidance for how to select the proper weight set according to the channel condition for the reduction of demodulation complexity without loss of the performance.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION 1
In this appendix, we present the proof of Proposition 1 by approximately calculating the probability density function of received RCM signal r in the cases of high SNR region and low SNR region.
1) IN HIGH SNR REGION
If a random variable X follows a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 , according to the Chebyshev inequality, we have P{|X −µ| < 3σ } ≥ 0.997. Together with the fact that the k-th component in (6) is Gaussian probability density function with variance σ 2 and mean s k · d, and the interval of these means is d. So, in the case 6σ < d, all Gaussian components in (6), shown in Fig. 11 , are orthogonal.
When
Hence, in the case σ < 
2) IN LOW SNR REGION
At low SNR, the received signal r approximately follows Gaussian distribution with variance σ 2 + P and zero mean, therefore, we can substitute N(0, P + σ 2 ) for p(r) to approximately calculate (4) 
As shown in Fig. 12 , when SNR is low enough, the approximation error in the calculation of (4) is negligible. With the increase of SNR, the noise's variance σ 2 gradually decreases. As a result, there are some fluctuations in p(r), shown in Fig. 13 , leading to a larger approximation error. In fact, whether the probability density function p(r) fluctuates, depends on the noise's variance σ 2 , obviously, if p(r) fluctuates, the local minimum points will appear at r = (s + 0.5) · d. However, the approximation error of p(r) is positive-negative symmetric, the approximation error of I (s; r) is therefore very small and it can be neglected under a wide range of the noise's variance σ 2 . We found that, in the case of each Gaussian component p(r|s k ) decreased to 36% at r = (s k +0.5)·d, the approximation error in the calculation of (4) 
